
GENRE BASED WRITING ACTIVITIES

Index Termsâ€”genre-based approach, teaching writing, EFL . activities so that students ultimately gain the control of
written genres. At the same time, he/she.

Textual to structure the text - refers to the way the text is organized as a piece of writing spoken, written,
non-verbal. The author then suggests a combination of process writing and activities targeting specific
language skills and direct instruction on genre forms. Both courses are offered by a public university in Brazil.
Activities included individual and joint construction of texts, text analysis and content discussion of
representative texts. English for Specific Purposes. Process writing techniques involve brainstorming, peer and
teacher feedback, and the production of several drafts. London: Continuum 2nd edition. For the L2 student,
many writing conventions will remain a mystery unless teachers are able to bring these forms and patterns of
language use to conscious awareness. British Journal of Educational Technology. To do that, we present and
analyze some sample in-class activities that we believe follow genre-based principles to teaching. In addition,
learners improved their content knowledge in terms of research methodology through classroom discussions
conducted by the Medicine professors. London: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Different genres of texts have
different organising principles. Learners can interact with other speakers of the language from different parts
of the world, write blogs or create webpages and profiles in social networks and produce both written and oral
language with a targeted community of speakers in mind RICHARDS,  At the top of the post is an example
from Real Life Advanced an upper secondary coursebook of how I have tried to take a genre approach to
writing. Facebook is a social network with potential for academic engagement, facilitating interactive
exchanges which ultimately may lead to deeper understanding. Indeed, encouraging learners to brainstorm,
revise, rewrite and allowing them to create their own writing style was not enough to drive learners to notice
the conventions of academic written texts and thus be able to produce texts that would comply with academic
conventions. After using advertisements for reading comprehension activities FIG. According to Hyland , p.
The teacher also provided them with a suggestion to write an outline. Thorne et al. Peer review process in
medical research publications: Language and content comments. Indonesian Journal of English Language
Teaching. Language has an interpersonal function and it is used to encode interaction and to show how
defensible the different propositions are believed to be.


